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Opening remarks by David Hopkins, Stop it Now! Wales 

David introduced Cardiff Youth Group who will be contributing to the event, 

and explained that this is a joint meeting of two Cross Party Groups – CPG 

for Preventing Child Sexual Abuse and CPG for Children and Young People.  

Briefly discussed how crucial it is for this process to be young person led. 

Provided an outline of the agenda for the afternoon, and introduced the 

short film about Share Aware 

 

Cardiff Youth Forum 

Chloe – National Online Safety Action Plan has an important role to play 

informing Welsh Govt and the approach to protecting children online 

Rafael – outlined key areas for the action plan; self-worth and self-respect, 

body confidence.  Need to address the normalisation of explicit images in 

young people’s lives.  Want to hear everyone’s opinion on the best way to 

approach youth.   

 

What jars you about the internet? – Exercise  

(20 mins) 

 

Jayne Bryant: Welcomes guests – reiterates apologies from Julie Morgan AM 

who was disappointed not to be able to attend.  

 The online word offers great opportunities for young people, and they 

should be able to use it freely without risk of abuse.   

 The offline world has many measures in place to keep children safe, but 

more needs to be done to achieve parity online 

 

Introduces children from St Mary the Virgin Primary School in Butetown who 

sing their online safety song 

 

Jayne: thanks schools for attending  

 Research shows that young people themselves want Govt/Industry to act 

to make internet safer 

 Children/young people are the experts on this – they need to be at the 

centre of our approach and decision making  

 New Online Safety Action Plan for Children and Young People – at today’s 

CPG we can discuss and feed views into an informal submission to inform 

the Action Plan 

o Welsh Government agreed to take feedback from CPG 

o Currently an ongoing consultation with Young People to hlelp inform 

the Action plan – young people being asked what they want to change 

about online safety and their one wish for the action plan 

Welcomes young people from Cardiff Youth Forum 

 

Cardiff Youth Forum:  

Discussion about sharing photos and explicit images online, focusing 

specifically on snapchat – from young people’s point of view.  Discuss this 



issue from different age perspectives and what is commonplace amongst 

young people. 

 Asked audience about their awareness of the use of snapchat 

 Adults don’t understand the language young people use about social 

media often, so how can they begin to make policy for young people 

about this 

 Emphasised prevalence of this amongst young people – everyone has 

snapchat, most people will know someone who’s sent/received/seen an 

explicit image on the platform before  

o Young men can use these images as trophies  

o About self-respect, self-confidence and self-worth 

 Difficult for adults to interact with parents/adults about this.   

 Young people felt that police wasn’t the right avenue to educate young 

people about the risk of sharing images online – scares them, makes 

them feel like they’re in trouble, when it’s already normalised – they need 

to be able to have a safe, open and honest conversation 

o Again going back to confidence, giving them the confidence to share 

this information  

o They feel there’s no way for a minor to disclose that they’ve shared an 

image/received an image without getting into trouble 

 Children/Young people need phones – they are a safety guard 

(safeguarding vs risk) 

o Parents fear children using their phones and want to know what 

they’re doing with them, but don’t know how to ask.  

o Young people commented that they believe children would be more 

open to honest discussion than adults anticipate, if conversations are 

started in an open way 

o Need to build trust between parents/children re phone use – not 

behind closed doors (where sexual exploitation thrives) 

 Age Limits: argued that it doesn’t work.  Children lie, and then it removes 

responsibility from the website if something is reported. 

o Although age limits are put in place with good intentions, they’re not 

really that preventative 

 Parents restrictions can be removed by children most of the time, as 

young people usually have more technical understanding – although it 

may be a good way to start a conversation? 

o Parents should discuss their concerns/fears with children – make 

them feel comfortable.  Children are much more open to discussing 

their behaviour online than people think 

o Young people need to feel respected by adults 

 

Questions: to Cardiff Youth Forum (CYF) from the audience 

 

How do we get young people to stop sharing explicit images?  

Education is good, but young people need to take it seriously.  It’s important 

for YP to be aware of laws/consequences, but also need a gentle voice.  

Support and understanding when it comes to issues like attention, self-worth 

and popularity 

 



Who do young people talk to about these issues?  

Parents (depending on the relationship) or other young people primarily.  

Peer to peer support is key as young people are able to talk in a language 

that adults sometimes lack, with social media jargon etc.  Also, young people 

might be more likely to take peer advice on board.  What would be useful is 

a slightly older bracket of young people – they understand the culture, still 

use the websites, and appreciate the issues facing young people but also 

have maturity and hindsight of their own experience  

 

Jayne: Thanks to CYF for talking so eloquently.  Crucial to hear views of YP. 

 Need to achieve parity of protection for children between the online and 

offline world.  What changes do we need to achieve this? 

1. Parents and young people have the right to access clear and 

accurate information – advice, support, education on staying safe 

2. BUT onus shouldn’t lie solely with parents/young people to stay 

safe – need a wider change 

3. Unacceptable for children to be exposed to upsetting/illegal 

content online – significant improvements are needed to prevent 

risks, and ensure reporting/blocking facilities, and emotional 

support is always available 

4. Online platforms need to consider whether their safeguarding 

procedures mirror what is expected offline – need to reflect the 

principles of traditional safeguarding policies.  Govts need to press 

for these changes. 

A collective effort is required to achieve these changes.  We need to seek a 

solution in partnership with children and young people.  This event today 

has taken the first step towards it.  

 

Thanks everyone for coming and ends formal part of the session. 

 

Continued questions: between CYF and audience members  

 

Online safety in schools – why hasn’t it worked?  

Often it’s the delivery – Assemblies aren’t really the right medium.  Often 

resources and sessions are geared towards younger children, but the 

experiences of teenagers are very different.  Need to discuss online safety in 

a relatable way.  Age groups of concern: 

14-18 – blurred lines, desire to be more mature but still a minor 

11-15 – don’t know that their behaviour can be wrong/less awareness of 

dangers.  Also not thinking ahead about consequences – acting now and 

making themselves vulnerable.  Trying to act like adults, feel they have the 

right to behave in that way.   

Discussion needs to be direct, but respectful and not belittling of young 

people 

 

What would you tell an 11 year old, their parents, and their teachers 

about online safety? 



That online and offline personas are linked – future employers will look at 

your online profiles, to remember that the internet is not private.  Tell young 

people also to enjoy being young and stop hurrying to be mature. 

 

Where do young people get their knowledge about the internet from? 

Experience mainly, hearing about and seeing the experiences of others.  

Youth culture revolves around the online world now, and this generation 

have grown up online.  Also, adults see online lives as secretive but it’s not 

secretive between young people, only a secret between young people and 

adults.  Online language that adults often don’t understand 

 

How can the Police play a role in this? 

Give young people the option of anonymity when expressing concerns re 

online safety.  Formality of police uniform can be intimidating – would be 

good to discuss with police in a human way.  Also, the formality of a school 

environment and school uniform and that power dynamic/ 

Young people have a fear of ‘grassing people up’ 

 

David Hopkins: thanks Youth Forum and audience, ends question session. 

 

Discussion continues among guests until and information is gathered about 

main priorities for the Action Plan on online safety in Wales, secretariat 

gather info to submit to Welsh Government until event closes. 


